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Mental organization and discipline may fall apart or be challenged at this
time. This is a busy day and the input from others may cause you to change

your plans and just follow the feelings of the day. Phone calls to or from a loved one at
this time will find you guiding or advising. Others sense an interest in their welfare when
they are near you. You are eloquent in communication skills and it is possible for you to
smooth out a difficult situation with just your sense of humor. Chances are your social
skills mean that you are popular with almost everyone and the evening may be full of
opportunities to be with neighbors, friends or loved ones in a social gathering of sorts.
This could be an outdoor barbecue, watermelon or homemade ice cream party.

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

You are up early this morning, cleaning and preparing for an evening of fun
with friends. Some activity like a progressive dinner, or, just snacks, sandwiches and some
card games may be enjoyed. You may, in fact, have been preparing for this get-together
for some time. The workday runs fairly well but you look forward to the closing of the day.
You may learn a bit of wisdom in the workplace. You tend to see the people at work in a
different light . . . Practical, necessary and without judgment. A no-nonsense application
to the day cuts right through to the most important and quickly accomplishes what is
necessary. When you apply your impartial and logical approach to any circumstance and
rise above emotions, you increase your power. Smile.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

Your innate sense of responsibility, or the actual duties that come your way,
may prevent you from fulfilling your own real desires. For some reason you may find diffi-
culty in moving forward with your work, but patience will win out over any frustration
you may be feeling. Your knack for public relations can place you in personnel manage-
ment, retail sales, or advertising. You can be effective when others need counseling and
may find your skills very important when it comes to an unhappy customer.
Compliments from higher-ups or superiors are very important to you. Your confidence is
likely to increase and you may feel much more optimistic. There is still time for some fun
activity with loved ones this evening.

You may find yourself frustrated today. Patience . . . Remember, some of us
just do not understand the universal rule: what goes around will come around. You could
be standing in long lines today or driving on a crowded highway—patience is important.
You could find yourself getting overemotional. Close relationships have a big impact on
your life and old or discontented relationships will be transformed or perhaps even end-
ed—new ones will come on like gangbusters. Those of you who are not involved with a
love partner will have many opportunities opening up to you now. Your love life
becomes fast-paced. A partner has a mesmerizing impact on you . . . Very compelling,
perhaps life-changing. Real appreciation!

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

You will use your creative abilities to the utmost today. Showing off your
talents will add a special touch to your work, as well as bring you the respect that you so
often seek. You express a knack for organizing things and people, as a sense of ambition
and practicality takes hold. Work, achievement and ambition are the things that mean a
lot to you now. You enjoy your work and may discover that a co-worker is willing to lend a
helping hand when you are overloaded. This could mean that you are in most any type
of profession. You may alternate between feeling energized and exhausted. This evening
seems to be your time—enjoyment of friends, food and life in general is good. This is one
of your better days! Share your positive insights with a friend.

You are coming into a period of change concerning your values. There is
some indecision on your part. Losing sight of the practical and the mundane can move
you toward a more artistic vent, but might not be so good for the bankbook. There is a
need for caution and practicality on the material and financial level. There are new
accomplishments now as well as new insights and breakthroughs in organization and
determination. There is a revolution within the established order, when new ideas and
ways to do and use things become clear. You may find yourself being put to good use by
your friends this afternoon. Some activities that start out rather tediously end up with
lots of fun experiences and good memories. Do you keep a diary?

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

Communicating your message to others is at a high just now. You are suc-
cessful in your efforts to round people up and organize a group. Timing is important and
those around you should find you most insightful. You find that you can really use your
mind to make clear choices and think things through. You make your way through ideas,
concepts and your ability to communicate and express them to others. A strong need
for nurturing is a bigger than usual element in your life. You may feel the need to care for
others or to have them care for you—perhaps on a public rather than private level. This
could involve some volunteer service. You have needs and you sense the needs of oth-
ers: fitting the two together well makes it work.

Libra (September 23-October 22)

You could be most persuasive with others and expressive in speech.
People listen to what you have to say. The situation is a natural for self-expression.
Listening to the other person, you may be able to add to your own ideas and thoughts. A
good conversation with loved ones this afternoon is fun. An outgoing and very expres-
sive cycle of experience has begun. Now more than ever, you want to be admired and
create things like poetry or music that stirs their hearts. This is child’s play; this is romance;
this is taking a chance. There is a yearning to broaden horizons and reach for the ultimate
at this time in your life. This is your best day for love and money. This is also a high-energy
day. Be patient when you relate to a capricorn today.

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

Ideas and interaction with older people may be in the works today.
Working with, rather than against, the energies should be easy to do now.

You communicate with exquisite skill. There are plenty of people willing to help you in
whatever you want to accomplish; put them to work. An eccentric relative attracts some
notice this afternoon. Your home and your family scene are likely to be in a state of
change just now. This may mean moving, preparing for a new addition to the family or a
late summer cleanup project. High-tech equipment invades the domestic environment
somehow. This could mean new cleaning equipment, new painting tools or some family
creative project that works the mind as well as the body.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

Ideals and a sense of belonging to something bigger than the merely per-
sonal become a greater focus in your life at this time. You attach more importance to
friendships and taking part in group activities that center on idealistic goals. Quick
answers, great wit and a surplus of insights and solutions are accessible. You can write
and communicate with real originality. Inventions and breakthroughs are possible today.
This afternoon you may find yourself working with music, color, fabric and the arts—
whatever is beautiful and genial. You would make a superb decorator of homes and, in
general, all kinds of environments. Your friends may want your advice on these subjects

as well. You will enjoy deep conversations with friends today. 

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

You do not mind getting your hands dirty and you do not mind hard
work, especially if it is in an area that can help you make a positive differ-

ence. Extra effort into any business project adds a touch of class to your work situation.
The secret to your professional success is in the planning. Good jobs, contracts, sales,
upgrades, etc., don’t just fall into our laps—without the personal responsibility for mak-
ing things happen, you would never grow. Everything conspires to reveal you at your
most elegant, particularly in social situations this afternoon. You will have a grasp for new
ideas as well as the ability to present or communicate these to others. This day is a natural
for self-expression and lends itself to your particular ideas. 

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

There is an emphasis on improving communications. There is the possibili-
ty of learning new software programs for your work computer. Also, there may be some
type of robot or mechanical device that appears to be productive. All of this can help
your work flow as well as increase your financial wellbeing. If you are in sales, you will find
a new communications program worth your time and technically, worth your evaluation.
There is an expression of ideas and the connections between things, places and people.
Amazing little creatures in nature may be what are mimicked in this new communication
tool. What goes on in your mind is the all-important motivation in your life just now. You
tend toward mental pursuits and admire intelligence.

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

CROSSWORD 1710

ACROSS
1. A condition (mostly in boys) characterized by

behavioral and learning disorders.
4. Aroused or activated.
12. Inquire about.
15. American prizefighter who won the world

heavyweight championship three times
(born in 1942).

16. Giant treelike plant having edible nuts and
leafstalks that yield a refreshing drink of clear
watery sap.

17. Fiddler crabs.
18. At a great distance in time or space or degree.
19. A nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug (trade

name Clinoril).
20. A barrier constructed to contain the flow or

water or to keep out the sea.
21. According to the Old Testament he was a

pagan king of Israel and husband of Jezebel
(9th century BC).

23. A port city in southwestern Turkey on the Gulf
of Antalya.

25. A sudden very loud noise.
28. Date used in reckoning dates before the sup-

posed year Christ was born.
30. An Arabic speaking person who lives in Arabia

or North Africa.
35. Tending or intended to rectify or improve.
40. A flat wing-shaped process or winglike part of

an organism.
41. Of or relating to or containing barium.
43. A city in northern India.
44. Game in which matchsticks are arranged in

rows and players alternately remove one or
more of them.

45. Affect with wonder.
46. A hospital unit staffed and equipped to pro-

vide intensive care.
47. Forbidden to profane use especially in South

Pacific islands.
49. An agency of the United Nations affiliated

with the World Bank.
52. A genus of herbs and shrubs belonging to the

family Euphorbiaceae.
55. A great waterfall on the border between Brazil

and Paraguay.
56. (used as a combining form) Recent or new.
57. The district occupied entirely by the city of

Washington.
58. A small digital computer based on a micro-

processor and designed to be used by one
person at a time.

59. Edible muscle of mollusks having fan-shaped
shells.

64. The financial gain (earned or unearned) accru-
ing over a given period of time.

68. The cry made by sheep.
69. Of or containing lithium.
72. Consisting of or made of wood of the oak tree.
73. (used especially of persons) Having lived for a

relatively long time or attained a specific age.
74. (especially of plants) Developed without

chlorophyll by being deprived of light.
76. Standard time in the 5th time zone west of

Greenwich, reckoned at the 75th meridian.
77. (meaning literally `born') Used to indicate the

maiden or family name of a married woman.
78. State in which the condition of life is extreme-

ly bad as from deprivation or oppression or
terror.

79. 10 hao equal 1 dong.

DOWN
1. A Chadic language spoken south of Lake Chad.
2. Pompous or pretentious talk or writing.
3. English theoretical physicist who applied rela-

tivity theory to quantum mechanics and pre-
dicted the existence of antimatter and the
positron (1902-1984).

4. Electrical conduction through a gas in an
applied electric field.

5. A member of a North American people former-
ly living in the Colorado river valley in
Arizona.

6. (often followed by `for') Ardently or excessively
desirous.

7. Fiber from an East Indian plant Hibiscus
cannabinus.

8. An organic compound that contains a hydroxyl
group bonded to a carbon atom which in
turn is doubly bonded to another carbon
atom.

9. Any of the openings to the nasal cavities that
allow air to flow through the cavities to the
pharynx.

10. English essayist (1775-1834).
11. A metric unit of volume or capacity equal to

10 liters.
12. Wild sheep of northern Africa.
13. Someone who works (or provides workers)

during a strike.
14. God of love and erotic desire.
22. (Scottish) Bluish-black or gray-blue.
24. A native-born Israeli.
26. A unit of dry measure used in Egypt.
27. A compartment in front of a motor vehicle

where driver sits.
29. Belonging to or prescribed for celiac disease.
31. A small cake leavened with yeast.
32. Small European freshwater fish with a slender

bluish-green body.
33. (British) A dealer in textiles (especially silks).
34. Type genus of the Alaudidae.
36. Arboreal snake of central and southern Africa

whose bite is often fatal.
37. (folklore) A corpse that rises at night to drink

the blood of the living.
38. An ancient Egyptian city on the west bank of

the Nile opposite Cairo.
39. Any of a group of heavenly spirits under the

god Anu.
42. A unit of absorbed ionizing radiation equal to

100 ergs per gram of irradiated material.
48. The inner and longer of the two bones of the

human forearm.
50. Normal relaxed breathing.
51. The capital and largest city of Bangladesh.
53. In a vehement outcry.
54. The form of government of a social organiza-

tion.
60. The general activity of selling.
61. (of a young animal) Abandoned by its mother

and raised by hand.
62. United States inventor who manufactured the

first elevator with a safety device (1811-
1861).

63. A unit of illumination equal to 1 lumen per
square centimeter.

65. An endorsement.
66. Flat tableland with steep edges.
67. (prefix) Within.
70. The United Nations agency concerned with

the interests of labor.
71. A tight-fitting headdress.
75. A light strong gray lustrous corrosion-resistant

metallic element used in strong light-weight
alloys (as for airplane parts).
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